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Tokyo - 1933
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JAZZ...
a global musical language
Born in America. Influenced by numerous cultures for a
century. Jazz is inclusive, collaborative and diverse.
With this cocktail tour, we are highlighting great moments &
places in Jazz history. We hope you find this menu to be enlightening,
whimsical, delicious - and most importantly – JAZZ.
Enjoy your travels!

We celebrate Josephine,
a symbol of female empowerment
and the Matriarch of Jazz,
with the Danse Sauvage...
an agricole and banana variation
of the Old Cuban, a legendary
cocktail created by our industry’s
own Mixology Matriarch
Audrey Saunders.

PARIS
1927

Paris is a Jazz Town. Jazz is a century-old part of
French culture.
With the world at war, the sounds of Jazz
followed African American soldiers to Paris.
Numerous black Jazz musicians flocked to
“Black Montmartre” for its racially liberated spirit.
One of the brightest figures in this wave was
Josephine Baker, a young jazz vocalist & dancer
from St. Louis. Refusing to perform for segregated
audiences, she moved to Paris in 1925. Her
provocative 1927 ‘Danse Sauvage’ caused
a globe-rippling sensation. Her costume
– a girdle of bananas – became an iconic
symbol of the Jazz Age and the 1920s.
Josephine embraced PARIS:
“I felt liberated in Paris!”
Josephine was CELEBRATED:
the “Black Pearl”, the “Bronze Venus” and the
“Creole Goddess”.
Josephine was FIERCE:
She supported the French Resistance and the
US Civil Rights Movement earning medals
and awards.
Josephine was FABULOUS:
The first person of color to star in a major film
and become a global entertainer.

COPENHAGEN
1962

Hailed the “European Jazz Capital,” Copenhagen
became home to many Jazz greats including
Stan Getz and Dexter Gordon. Black musicians
flocked here to enjoy the open-mindedness
and creative spirit of the Danes.
Dexter loved the City, nicknaming it
‘Copenhaven’ and titling his famous album
“A Day in Copenhagen”: “Here, I feel like I
can breathe and just be more or less a human
being, without being white or black.”

Jazz brings people together. Copenhagen’s Jazz
Festival is still the largest in Europe. During the
holidays in Denmark, the Danes gather and share
pots of Glogg. The literal translation means
“burning ember”, as it refers to the cooking of
mulled wine with spices and the additional kick
of Acquavit. For our New York sour variant,
we swapped port with our housemade
Glogg to complement our dueling whiskies.

RIO
DE JANEIRO
1965

The Bossa Nova Jazz sounds of Carlos
Jobim are HOT: “Getz/Gilberto” nabs
the first Grammy “Album of the Year”
for a Jazz recording.
The stunning beaches of Ipanema gave birth to Bossa
Nova: melding Jazz with sizzling Brazilian rhythms
and a new style of lilting Portuguese lyrics. Bossa is
as sexy and breezy as Ipanema.
“The Girl from Ipanema” featuring the mesmerizing
vocals of Astrud Gilberto, becomes one of the most
recorded songs of all time.

We tapped the quintessential flavors of Brazil to
make this “Bossa” style cocktail: Two types of
Cachaça, spicy ginger, sweet & tangy guava,
sultry & sexy Angostura. Served tall, just like
the Girl from Ipanema. This will help you find
your beach anywhere.

Our cocktail takes its cue from this Afro/Cuban
and Nola/French multiculturalism and riffs on
this Cuban classic by introducing French apricot
eau de vie and vanilla aroma. It is still
unmistakably a Hotel Nacional, but offers
a dynamic twist that is unmistakably French.

HAVANA
1945

Afro-Cuban Jazz was born here with
Mario Bauzá’s hit song “Tanga,” the
first Jazz tune featuring clave sticks.
Afro-Cuban Jazz is the first style of Latin
Jazz:

it

fuses

American

Jazz,

African

and Cuban rhythms, and unique styles of
improvisation.

This inspired marriage of

cultures resulted when Cuban slaves were
freed and traveled to and from New Orleans.

NEW YORK CITY
1970

NYC…a global melting pot. Fitting that Miles
Davis came here to produce his genre-bending
“Bitches Brew” album -- fusing jazz with rock into
one of the top selling Platinum albums of all time.
The provocative album cover
captured the zeitgeist of free
love and flower power. The
hypnotic grooves-- rooted in
rock andAfrican music-- melded
Jazz with instruments and
effects used by 70’s rockbands.
“Bitches Brew was like a big pot and Miles was
the sorcerer,” says drummer Lenny White. The
sessions were “mind blowing!”
The album was a tribute to “the cosmic
ladies” around Miles who turned him on to the
music, clothes and attitudes of the 60s, says
Carlos Santana. The revolutionary album transformed the Jazz and music scene.

“Stirring the pot” always produces excitement! In our
pot, something decadently delicious and evil is brewing.
Turns out coffee is for closers, and Jazz lovers. Our brew,
a riff on an Espresso Martini, is definitely for cats who like
to rock & roll: it fuses sexy vodka and Italian coffee liqueur
with applewood smoke and Green Charteuse & juniper cream.
It is served in a style distinctly “1970’s NYC”.

TOKYO
1933
Adaptation defines Jazz. American Jazz found its
way to Japan through cruise ship bands and
Filipinos performing in hotels. By the 30’s Jazz
was very popular in Osaka. In 1933, Osaka
officials banned Jazz Clubs based on cultural
concerns of “Americanness”.
Jazz wouldn’t die. Musicians fled toTokyo, working
in large recording studios. Jazz in Tokyo
flourished. Musicians created a distinctively
“Japanese Style” of Jazz: traditional instruments
with jazz touches to traditional songs, and new
songs with Japanese influences.
Japanese Jazz still retains its unique sounds and
avant-garde style. Tokyo’s Jazz Cafes – Jazu
Kissas – house impressive vinyl collections and are
popular watering holes for Tokyo’s Jazz obsessed.

While served in a traditional vessel,
this sake cocktail is truly avant-garde.
Unfiltered sake, sencha & genmaicha teas hold
their own distinctive notes when
paired with London Dry style gin and aloe foam,
creating a whimsical refreshing sour.

We’ve brought a Rat Pack of friends lending their
voices to this Rusty Nail family: Blended scotch
bringing melody, Hibiki bringing harmony,
backed up by the silky, luscious body of tobacco
and Benedictine. This one is so bad for you that
it’s sinful. It’s okay, everyone has their vices.
This one could be yours.

LAS VEGAS
1966

Frank Sinatra released his first live album, “Sinatra
at the Sands” -- with a little help from his friends,
Quincy Jones and the Count Basie Orchestra.
Sinatra defined 60’s Vegas! The album instantly
transports a listener back to Jazzy Vegas of 1966,
with Sinatra crooning “Fly Me to the Moon,” “I’ve
Got You Under My Skin” and “You Make Me Feel
So Young”. Frank exuded cool & sexy. America
felt powerful & sexy.
The Copa Room defined Jazz & Cool! Located in
the Sands, it was the ultimate jazz supper club.
Sinatra & his Rat Pack partied and performed
there nightly. Numerous Jazz legends regularly
played the room -- Ella Fitzgerald, Tony Bennett,
Nat King Cole, Peggy Lee, Bobby Darin and others.

Like a hot jazz ensemble, some drinks pack a punch
greater than the sum of its parts. Pisco Punch, invented in
San Francisco, is one of those. When invented, the punch was
so potent that a writer (the next day) observed: “it tastes like
lemonade but comes back with the kick of a roped steer.”
Our kicky riff starts with a little sherry and then heads over
to Chinatown to borrow a 5-spice pineapple gomme syrup,
resulting in our SF-inspired sour that will make you happy.

SAN FRANCISCO
1955

Jazz clubs lined the Tenderloin and Fillmore
districts.

The

vibrant

scene

was

called

“Harlem of the West!”
The hottest Jazz club on the West Coast,
The

BLACK

HAWK

in

the

Tenderloin,

enjoyed a global reputation by 1955.

Every

notable Jazz cat played here: Dave Brubeck,
John Coltrane, Billie Holiday, Dizzy Gillespie,
Chet Baker, Stan Getz, Art Blakey, Charlie
Parker,

Art

Pepper,

Lester

Young

and

Gerry Mulligan.
Numerous Jazz stars recorded live albums
at the club, including Miles Davis, Cal Tjader,
and Thelonius Monk. Miles recorded two famous
live albums on successive nights: Friday &
Saturday Nights - In Person at the BLACK HAWK.
BLACK HAWK, located at Hyde & Turk, was an
inspiration for BLACK CAT.

NEW ORLEANS
AROUND 1900

The birthplace of Jazz!
Jazz brings cultures together... it celebrates
cultural traditions and then creates something
totally new!
White immigrants brought brass
bands from Europe. Black musicians experimented
and improvised with these instruments, creating
“Voodoo Magic”.
Jazz can get down & dirty... the Storyville bordellos
opened up lots of nightly gigs for Jazz musicians.
Jazz spans the range of human emotions...
the sound of the bawdy bordellos; the music of dance
and celebration; the requiem for funeral marches.
White European musicians, black musicians,
bordellos, very few rules, and a need for expression:
it was a gumbo that created Dixieland Jazz!

Walking the streets of New Orleans in the summertime
can be excruciatingly hot. A popular frozen drink you
can enjoy to beat the heat is a Painkiller. We whipped
up a little magic with our variation: some smoky
mezcal, cinnamon, coconut cream, and a touch of
absinthe to let the Voodoo take over you.

COCKTAIL INDEX
DANSE SAUVAGE $14 // PARIS 1927

clement vsop, banane de brasil, mint, lime, champagne

copenhaven $15 // COPENHAGEN 1962

michter’s bourbon & rye, lemon, egg white, angostura, black cat glogg

THE GIRL FROM IPANEMA $15 // RIO DE JANEIRO 1965

avua amburana & avua prata, ginger, guava purée, lime, coffee angostura

Mambo cubano $14 // HAVANA 1945

appleton 12 rum, lime, apricot eau de vie, cane syrup, pineapple, vanilla

BITCHES BREW $15 // NEW YORK CITY 1970

vodka, cafe moka, applewood smoke, green chartreuse & juniper cream

JAZU-KISSA $16 // TOKYO 1933

sipsmith gin, sake, lemon, green tea cordial, aloe foam

THAT’S LIFE $16 // LAS VEGAS 1966

hibiki harmony, isle of skye, tobacco cordial, benedictine,
miracle mile red eye bitters, citrus oil

HARLEM WEST $14 // SAN FRANCISCO 1955

bar sol pisco, chinese 5 spice, pineapple gomme, egg white, lime,
amontillado sherry

voodoo magic $15 // NEW ORLEANS - AROUND 1900

mezcal, lime, passionfruit, orange, cinnamon coconut cream, absinthe

